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DEPARIMENT OF MATHEMATICS

FIRST EXAMTNATION IN SCIENCE - 2OL3/2OL4

FIRST SEMESTER (Sep./Oct., 2015)

AM 151 - MATHEMATICA

( Proper & Repeat)

all questions Time : Two hours

Dcfiue the function /(r) -
Ev:rlua,te /(10).

Evatuate /(r), fol r : 3,

,r+1

2, ,i,0, 1,2,3.

i. Factor rrl 2r2 + 3r.

ii. Expnntl (x+ I 2)(2x: 3).
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iii. Compute the first eight dedvativcs of .l(z) : ";r 
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2. (a) i. Find an equation ofthe line tangent to the graph of .f(r) :9-4t2 at

point (1, /(1)) and sketch the graph of the tangent line

ii Determin€ wheiher the two curves g = o+1aIrd I =:r2 - l intersect

other, aDd if so, at how many intersecting poinis. What are the coordi

of those intersecting points?

iii. Plot a graph showing the region under the cuNe ? : ,4 from r; : -1

t 2, and rhpn find arpa of l,he ragion

iv. Sketch atrd idertify the curve given by the parametric equatious r = 12 -
g/=i+1for05r<4.
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(b) i. Let ,4 :
1\
n)u"n 

t -(

t(terify tha

27 3 i)
. Find Ar, B?

ii. Find all critical numbers for the function J (.x) - xals(x - 412.

iii. Find r(t) and o(t) if a(t) : 1i +'lj subject to the initial conditions r'(0)

3i - 2j and r(0) : 0.

3. (a) The temperature ir an oven is 350' F when the oven is turned ofl After

minutes, the temperature is 250' F Assume the temperature in the house is

F.

i. Use mathematica and Newton's t a* ) Cooli,,g to 6rLd the temperature

the ovet at any timc t- I
ii. At \that time the temperature \f ill become 75'F?

iii. What will be the temperature, in the linit as I --+ co?
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(b) Let 5", be thc n[' partjal sum of lhc harmonit serir:s
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i. Firrd Sroo

ii. Conpute every 100tlth l)artial srm up 1,o n - 1U,00{)

iii. Plot the graph of the parti.r.l sLLms.


